Canford Mains Distribution
42-9364 - used (001726 - B)

£79.99
Canford Mains Distribution 42-9364 - used (001726) CANFORD 42-9364 MDU6 AC MAINS
POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT This range of twelve-way, IEC outlet, AC mains power distribution
panels with a 20 amp Powercon locking inlet connector and Powercon locking ‘loop-out’ outlet, is
housed in a compact 1U rackmount case. The loop-out feature provides an un-switched, direct
loop-through power outlet to supply equipment that must remain powered when the MDU is
switched off, or to supply to a second MDU The item has been used, therefore shows a few
stickers and used marks. It is in good cosmetic condition - We have not tested the unit in anyway.
Product
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stated) Please see our other items for other Vintage and Rare broadcast equipment,
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the U.K. but it still costs more to send large items there. There is no extra cost for smaller itemsWeight
sent by Royal Mail. We will recycle packaging where we can to keep your costs and ours down.
We will combine P&P where we can.If you are buying multiple items, please do the 'buy it now'
part but do not proceed to payment. We will invoice you with the required P&P.If you feel you
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